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ABSTRACT: Diabetes is a chronic condition that requires you to make multiple decisions throughout the day to
successfully manage blood sugars and prevent diabetes related health problems.Insulin is a hormone. Hormones are
chemical substances that regulate the cells of the body and are produced by special glands. The hormone insulin is a
main regulator of the glucose (sugar) levels in the blood. System identification approach is used to develop the two
compartment glucose-Insulin regulation model. We first develop a steady state model for diabetic persons and include
dynamics to avoid the non-linearities. Using this model, a closed loop feedback and feed forward system which
regulates the blood glucose-insulin for diabetic persons has been modelled, implemented and analyzed using
LabVIEW.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Diabetes is associated with various abnormalities in insulin metabolism. The sugar, starch and other food items are
converted in to energy with insulin. Scientists are developing insulin external dosage which is fed in a specified rate to
regulate 60-120 mg/dl glucose level. The diabetes is classified as Type-1 and Type-2. In case of Type-1 insulin
regulation is very difficult. For these patients blood glucose concentration is controlled by the insulin dosage with
external insulin infusion device. An electro medical device acts as an insulin pump which pumps insulin through
narrow and flexible plastic tube that ends with a needle inserted just under the skin near the abdomen. The pump
releases doses insulin doses before the meals and during the several periods of the day based on the readings of glucose
sensors. Concentration of glucose may fluctuate depending on the physical activities of the human. So, the insulin
requirement may vary.
In 1961, Bolie developed the first diabetic model which consisted differential equation each for insulin and glucose [2].
Then Ackerman introduced a similar model for the dynamics of glucose and insulin [3].The Glucose and insulin
interaction effects were obtained from the first two models. But the two models not satisfied the accountancy of
distribution of glucose and insulin throughout the human body. Another glucose-Insulin regulation model is suggested
in 1974 by stolwijk and hardy but the model lacked the dynamics of glucose transport and distribution in tissues and
effects of glucagon, which raises the blood glucose concentration [4]. Cobelli et al. in 1982 focused on 5- compartment
models for glucose, insulin and glucagon effects each lumped into its own whole body blood pool [5]. This also
considered the use of threshold functions for saturation. The peripheral versus portal route comparison for insulin
administration in glucose control in closed loop was done by Cobelli and Ruggeri (1983).But they were unable to
explain the distribution of glucose in the body [5]. Lehmann and Deutsch in 1992 explained a model with nonlinear
behaviour which considered a sub model of glucose was a single compartment extra cellular pool and a insulin 2compartment model describing plasma and active concentrations [6]. This was generalized into meal model which
approximated the absorption kinetics of glucose by the blood stream. Puckett in 1992 developed a model of study of
diabetes mellitus in which a two blood pool system representing insulin and glucose concentrations which were directly
affected by metabolic flux terms and exogenous signals [7]. With the help of Light foot in 1995, Puckett also explained
intra and inter patient variability and steady state behaviour using his models [8]. Sorensen treated glucose and insulin
separately with coupling through metabolic effects utilizing threshold functions. A whole body lumped representation
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was also included to complete the glucose-insulin system with counter regulation. A small inclusion into this model
was made by Sorenson to include meal disturbances and parameters for uncertainty analysis.
In this paper, the system identification based glucose insulin regulation model was proposed as a good modelling
approach to estimate the sensitivities of insulin and the corresponding glucose levels which are useful in the study of
diabetes. In this model the glucose and insulin dynamics are represented by two components using system
identification approach and the parameters are estimated separately within each component. Using the estimated
parameters the model was simulated using LabVIEW and the effectiveness was analysed based on simulation results.
II. IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION APPROACH
There are a wide range of physiological examples where experimental interventions are employed to techniques such as
“open the loop “, but these are always not applicable. Identify the physiological system under normal operating
conditions when its feedback loops are functionally intact. Then consider a problem involved with identifying the
impulse response h(t) shown in the fig 1. The unobservable disturbance u(t) that enters the closed loop represents both a
“measurement” and “process” noise input. It is considered as measurement noise since it corrupts the measurements
x(t) which otherwise would be related to y(t) which is the input to the system component. The mathematical expression
relating x(t) to y(t) and u(t):


x  t    h   y  t    dt  u  t 

(1)

0

Fig.1 Closed loop system which correlates Process noise input u(t),y(t) and x(t)
Process noise is represented as u(t) as it enters the closed loop system and gets correlated with y(t) the output of overall
system , we obtain


y  t    f   u  t    d

(2)

0

To obtain an unbiased estimate of h(t) by the least squares approach using y(t) as input and x(t) as output, the final
solution deviates from the equation i.e. u(t) becomes uncorrelated with y(t).Thus, the direct application of open loop
system identification methods to solve this problem will not give accurate estimates of h(t). System identification
approach for solving this problem is described below.
II. GLUCOSE INSULIN REGULATION SYSTEM MODELING
The effective method of partitioning the effects of feed forward and feedback components of a closed loop system from
one another is to assume a model structure for atleast one of these components. The system identification model of
blood glucose regulation was introduced in this paper. Considering the fig 1, suppose that x(t) and y(t) correspond to
plasma glucose and insulin concentrations at time t. Then the impulse response function h(t) will represent the glucose
regulation kinetics, while g(t) would reflect the dynamics of insulin production and utilization. The closed loop system
is perturbed by an impulsive input u(t) consisting of an intravenous injection of glucose. Using this resulting timecourses in y(t) and x(t) as input and output respectively, the model of the glucose dynamics can be identified.
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Subsequently, by using x(t) as input and y(t) as output, the parameters of the model of insulin dynamics can be
estimated.
Now consider only the estimation of system identification model of glucose regulation i.e. insulin effects glucose. The
estimation of converse model in which glucose effects the insulin is not considered. Thus the input is the measured
plasma insulin concentration y(t) following the intravenous glucose injection, while the output is corresponding
measured glucose concentration x(t). The insulin concentration y(t) acts through a remote compartment so that effective
insulin concentration, yeff  t  is given by

dyeff
dt

 k2 y  t   k3 yeff  t 

(3)

Where k2 and k3 represents the fractional rate parameters for insulin transport into and elimination from remote
compartment. This compartment is not directly measurable. The rate of change of glucose in blood plasma is given by

dx
 Net rate of glucose production by liver – Rate of glucose utilization by other tissues
dt
Net rate of glucose production by the liver = B0  k5 x  t   k6 yeff  t  x  t 
Rate of glucose utilization by other tissues = Rd 0  k3 x  t   k4 yeff  t  x  t 
In the equation B0 represents the rate of glucose production by the liver. It is assumed to be proportional to an insulin
independent component (through rate constant k3 ) and an insulin dependent component k6 . Similarly the rate of
glucose utilization by non-hepatic tissues is assumed to have a constant component which is proportional to glucose
concentration and sensitive to both glucose and effective insulin concentration. Then

dx
  B0  Rd 0    k5  k3  x  t    k6  k4  yeff  t  x  t 
dt

(4)

As in equation the effective plasma glucose capacitance is factored into parameters on right hand side of the equation.
In addition since yeff  t  is not measurable a further reduction in parameterization can be achieved by considering a
new variable z(t) which is proportional to yeff  t  :

z  t    k6  k4  yeff  t 

(5)

Substituting equation into equations we obtain

dz
  p2 z  t   p3 y  t 
dt

(6)

And

dx
 p4  p1 x  t   z  t  x  t 
dt
Where p1  k1  k5 , p2  k3 , p3  k2  k4  k6  , p4  B0  Rd 0 .

(7)

The way in which the unknown parameters p1 , p2 , p3 and p4 are estimated is as follows. Initially we start with
approximations for unknown parameters. Using the measured input time course y(t) and the initial parameter values.
Equation is first solved to obtain the value of z at the present time step. Using this value and integrating the equation,
the glucose concentration at the next time step can be completed. This process is repeated until the prediction has been
made for the entire duration. These are compared to actual blood glucose measurements and the value of criteria
function (sum of squares of the differences between measured and predicted glucose values) is computed. An
optimization algorithm is used for calculating other four unknown parameters which will produce a lower value of
criterion function [14][15][16]. The estimated values of unknown parameters using m-file are P1= 0.049, P2= 0.091,
P3= 8.96x10-5 and P4= 4.42[17].
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The Glucose-insulin regulation model using system identification approach is implemented in LABVIEW as shown in
figure 2. In LabVIEW software simulation loop, integrator block and the functional blocks available in control design
and simulation tool kit are used to simulate the model. In the front panel of LABVIEW, the process noise, glucose
concentration and insulin concentration graphs are visualised and in the block diagram the modelling equations
developed for diabetic persons are implemented. The modelling equations are simulated using LabVIEW.

Fig.2 LabVIEW block diagram of glucose insulin regulation using system identification approach
A random signal acts as the process noise is considered as input and shown in fig 3.This random noise signal is
represented as food intake or glucose injection at irregular intervals to the human body.
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Fig. 3 Process noise input (Glucose injection)
For the random noise signal input, the LabVIEW model is simulated and the corresponding glucose and insulin
concentration variations with simulation time are shown in fig 4.When the glucose concentration is increased, resulting
in the release of insulin. After a period about 30 seconds glucose concentration reaches to its steady state value and
there after the insulin concentration also reaches to its steady state.

Fig. 4 Plasma Glucose concentration(mg/100ml) and Insulin concentration (µU/ml) regulation curves for diabetic
person
V. OBSERVATIONS
The simulation results for diabetic persons are tabulated in table 1.Based on the simulation results we observed that
diabetic person body produces very less amount of insulin after the injected glucose in the form of random signal.
Consequently, excessive amounts of glucose accumulate in the blood. Even though the blood has plenty of insulin, the
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cells of a person with diabetes are not getting their crucial energy and growth requirements. After the application of
insulin dosage, the glucose concentration is regulated to the normal level after 30 minutes. Generally insulin pumps and
inhaled insulin techniques are used for the administration of insulin in the treatment of diabetic patients. These
simulation results are useful for the design of insulin pumps and other related medical equipment.
Table 1: Process noise, Glucose and insulin concentrations for diabetic persons
Simulation
time
(Minutes)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
29
30
34
38
44
48

Process noise
(mg/Kg)
-0.4156
13.782
-3.2877
13.451
-13.903
-2.6300
8.7799
-15.513
3.1075
5.5576
2.2407
0.5421
7.8955
1.5134
14.101
4.1315
4.9917
-16.185
-6.8880
-2.2890
1.5046
6.6430
-15.169

Glucose
concentration
(mg/100ml)
259.598
266.715
237.689
246.007
209.592
211.251
213.221
179.670
171.937
37.5720
127.308
119.864
122.565
112.055
121.001
107.829
105.884
72.9952
81.4020
83.6073
86.3018
91.1376
69.5152

Insulin
concentration
(µU/ml)
76.000
58.327
43.907
40.073
39.218
40.439
42.638
44.943
47.641
5.5576
20.757
13.967
9.7358
9.7358
4.7300
3.2969
2.2980
0.1836
0.1280
0.0302
0.0071
0.0008
0.0002

VI. CONCLUSION
A system identification model for Glucose- Insulin regulation has been developed, implemented and analyzed by using
related equations. LabVIEW software is used to simulate the modelling equations. The proposed model show
significant management and regulation of glucose insulin kinetics and useful for design of diabetic test equipment in
the laboratories. We are confident that our model in LABVIEW can contribute in the research and subject fields.
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